The cubykayak is great all around family/friend recreational kayak expandable with the
tandem accessory assembles in less than one minute
Easy to carry and store.

Hi sailors!
I invented the cubykayak for my own needs.
After having looked repeatedly for alternatives to the heavy rigids
kayaks and to the inefficient inflatable canoes I decided to create my
own light-weight modular kayak to bring in the backpack. Right now i
can discover the most unvisited places in my kayak. Transporting
and Storage are no longer a problem!

Cubykayak’s inventor

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QqXf9rwGt6c
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We've come to the world of kayak to share our idea with you and the great community of
paddlers and water lovers around the world.
Since 2015 we have been tested and played around with our prototypes, perfecting the
shape and locking system* and now it is ready for you.The patented locking system allows
a rapid assembly and removal ensuring total strength.
*furthermore, even with the loss or breakage of a rubber link, sailingwill not be affected since the
weight of the kayaker will never let the pieces break up thanks to its conical shape. this means that
there will never be slack or movement.

kayak patented and awarded design
As confirmation of its unique qualities, in 2013 the cubykayak won two awards in the
Spanish state for its high degree of innovation, modern design and its revolutionary and
resistant materials that offer security, speed, stability and maneuverability.

Featured in:

The cubykayak “solo”
Cubykayak breaks the limits when it comes to traditional kayaks, having an innovative and
functional design, excellent performance* and lower weight. The cubykayak represents a
true evolution in the enjoyable sit-on-top kayaks.
* Compared to other rigid kayaks of the same size, even not removable. And with much better dynamic
characteristics than inflatable kayaks

Cubykayak is designed in Barcelona and manufactured on Spanish soil, in the European
Union

Characteristics:
Cubykayak “solo”: Lenght: 2,57mts - Beam: 59cm - Weight: 15 kg - Capacity: 110 kg

Technology:

The project demanded reduced dimensions so as to make sure that its weight,

storage and transport were as easy as possible. For this reason its central keel which is typical of
traditional kayaks has been substituted for two side keels to ensure a correct tracking.

traditional kayak

Cubykayak

Also, the central inverted
design offers a "middle
between monohulls
"katamarans" enjoying
extraordinary stability.

keel
way"
and
this

It is very difficult for a Cubykayak
tip over, but if so, has never been
so easy to back up to a kayak.
Material: high density polyurethane coated polyethylene PE

It is made up of four separate modules (bow, stern, cockpit and seat), which can be folded
and unfolded in a few seconds (28 sec).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m82eHIAlBP8
This kayak solves the transportation and storage issue without losing the properties
of a conventional kayak. Without the handicap (swollen, delicacy, deflation, loss of caps or
pumps, etc.) of inflatable kayaks.

Lighter and more stable.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gazAPMxWqkY

La pieza Connect: Una innovadora forma de navegar
For this very reason we have joined the parts with a piece (connect), like a hinge, so that
each kayak piece supports its own weight and it rides the waves independently of the other
pieces of the kayak.
As well as ensuring its structural strength, we have managed to obtain an enjoyable way to
sail.

“If up to now i had to choose between a single or double, now with
Cubykayak i don’t have this problem. I can add sections to add sailors so
as not to give up the possibility of going alone”

Carles, Valencia. Summer 2013
We have specially designed the stern section of our kayaks with a structural transom in
order to allow kayakers to easily mount and dismount outboard electrical and gas
powered motors of up to 2.5 hp.

Strength and safety
Stength: even with the loss or breakage of a rubber link,
sailing will not be affected since the weight of the
kayaker will never let the pieces break up thanks to its
conical shape. this means that there will never be slack
or movement.
Safety: .The

Cubykayak never sink.Its closed pore

polyurethane filling means that whatever the cut or hole
the water will never get inside.
If surprisingly a situation would lead to breakage, each
piece will float as if they were a cork.

Accessories:
Speed Kit section, the bow lengthens and the navigation speed increases.
XXL Kit section Accessory to increase the load capacity up to 135 kg.
“Bermuda” sail, navigation in the offshore using wind.
Fishing Kit. A sideway fishing system can be incorporated. Where the navigator wants,
without DIY.
Bag-backpack for your cubykayak is well preserved.
VÍDEO: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uMf6yalC1uQ

Featured products:

Rental businesses
You can offer your clients real experiences, by combining fun and relaxation and promoting
a healthy lifestyle.

Today, more than ever, space means opportunity and cost. Cubykayak® was conceived
taking into account “weight and shape factors” to optimize storage space and logistical
costs, thus meaning huge savings for kayak retailers, rental businesses and end users.
Can you imagine a room measuring 3x4x2.75 meters accommodating more than 60
kayaks? Well, with Cubykayak this is possible. As with its predecessor, the Cubykayak II™
easily fits in the boot of any car and can be transported by plane in its bag or backpack as
luggage, thus proving its significant competitive advantage in terms of mobility vis-à-vis
other sectional kayaks.

This opens the opportunity to rent kayaks in see kinds of business even those which are not
near the water. It can go with you!

Customer takes himself and returned the kayak as if it were some skis.

What makes the cubykayak so special?

Rent or offers as a courtesy
I want to rent kayaks but I'm not near water:
This is no longer a problem. Rent your kayaks as if it were some skis. The client comes to
search and returns.

What should I buy? singles or tandems? What will ask for?
Problem solved!. Buy singles and tandem parts. No matter what customers ask for. You can
assemble several kayak combinations.

Many possible combinations!

With just 4 cubykayaks and two “connect” parts, your customers will enjoy four
combinations:

- 4 single kayaks 2 tandems or 1 tandem y 2 singles or
- 1 cubykayak for 3 sailors with one single kayak.
Availability as required!

This is the path of a

100% developed and tested product.

Design tested on real market

( 70 units) with total customer satisfaction.

Innovative manufacturing system

which eliminates the uncomfortable "surfing on a

drum" effect of traditional manufacturing rotationally molded or thermoformed.
“A

toy with many games” thanks to its modularity allows you to add accessories the

easiest way ever made and that It makes you not get bored for a long time.

Interested distribuitors/sellers:

*Riumar has already sold cubykayaks. The rest are waiting to increased production capacity. No exclusively contracts
for now.

Thank’s for read it!
Much more than a simple kayak

www.cubykayak.com - 2016/17

